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This book is an inspiring story of a woman who, at the age of 19, found out she could not have

her own children. She found out that she was born without a uterus. This syndrome is called

MRKH, and is evidenced when a woman fails to menstruate. When Julie was diagnosed with

this rare condition, which happens to 1 in 5,000 women, computers did not exist yet. With no

knowledge, doctors not knowing much about MRKH, and trying to live a normal life was nearly

impossible for Julie. Years later, Julie found healing and hope and now looks back on her

MRKH as an extraordinary experience. Her story will inspire women dealing with MRKH or

other forms of infertility.

“Screen Schooled is the most vivid, intelligent, and compelling book I have yet seen on what

technology is doing for, and to, our schools.” —Jay Mathews, author of Work Hard. Be Nice.

How Two Inspired Teachers Created the Most Promising Schools in America“A sobering

exposure of the damage wrought by constant screen exposure on developing brains. These

veteran teachers show us why screens undermine learning and leave kids unable to think on

their own.” —Richard E. Cytowic, MD, professor of neurology at George Washington University

and author of the “The Fallible Mind” column at PsychologyToday.com“With striking clarity,

Screen Schooled reveals why an education increasingly centered around digital devices is

failing our children.” —Richard Freed, PhD, author of Wired Child: Reclaiming Childhood in a

Digital Age"In this astute exposé, teachers and education bloggers Clement and Miles team up

to draw attention to what they see as the overuse of technology in education." —Publishers

Weekly “I am deluged with education books, but this one was hard to put down."—The

Washington Post"An urgent wake-up call based on first-hand experience for anyone interested

in how screen use in schools is damaging kids and education." —Susan Greenfield, author

of Mind Change: How Digital Technologies Are Leaving Their Mark on Our Brains“Joe Clement

and Matt Miles lay out a pressing truth that runs squarely against the hype of education

technology: screens are not the key to achievement. They are a glossy distraction from the real

intellectual work of learning.” —Mark Bauerlein, author of The Dumbest Generation: How the

Digital Age Stupefies Young Americans and Jeopardizes Our Future (Or, Don’t Trust Anyone

Under 30)“Bravo to Joe Clement and Matt Miles, two savvy and experienced teachers, for

masterfully pulling back the veil of the tech-in-the-classroom hoax.” —Dr. Nicholas Kardaras,

author of Glow Kids: How Screen Addiction Is Hijacking Our Kids—and How to Break the

Trance"Screen Schooled deserves the careful consideration of educational professionals

everywhere, and is highly recommended."—Midwest Book Review --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"An urgent wake-up call for anyone interested in how

screen use in schools is damaging kids and education." (Susan Greenfield Author of Mind

Change)"Clement and Miles succinctly lay out the compelling evidence against filling our

classrooms with weapons of mass distraction and then tell us how to fix the damage already

inflicted. This book is mandatory reading for teachers and parents alike." (David Gillespie

Bestselling author of Sweet Poison and Free Schools)"With striking clarity, Screen Schooled

reveals why an education increasingly centered around digital devices is failing our children.

Two veteran teachers, Clement and Miles, expertly illuminate the need to teach kids problem

solving, critical thinking, and other skills demanded in today’s economy. Get this must-read

book!" (Dr. Richard Freed Author of Wired Child)"A sobering exposure of the damage wrought



by constant screen exposure on developing brains. These veteran teachers refute the over–

promised claims of Ed–Tech peddlers, and show us why screens undermine learning and

leave kids unable to think on their own." (Richard E. Cytowic Professor of Neurology at George

Washington University)“Bravo to Joe Clement and Matt Miles, two savvy and experienced

teachers, for masterfully pulling back the veil of the tech-in- the-classroom hoax.” (Dr. Nicholas

Kardaras Author of Glow Kids: How Screen Addiction Is Hijacking Our Kids �and How to Break

the Trance) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the

AuthorJoe Clement and Matt Miles are award-winning teachers, coaches, and mentors with a

combined thirty years’ experience improving the education of young people. They run the

blog PaleoEducation.com and their writing has been featured in Psychology Today and

the Washington Post. They are both parents and live in Northern Virginia. --This text refers to

an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorJoe Clement and Matt Miles are award-

winning teachers, coaches, and mentors with a combined thirty years’ experience improving

the education of young people. They run the blog PaleoEducation.com and their writing has

been featured inPsychology Today and the Washington Post. They are both parents and live in

Northern Virginia. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read

more
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MRKH More Dallas Cowboys

Dee Mirto, “She is a very strong woman '�þ�. This woman Julie she pours her heart out in this

book it's a book that give you hope and strength no matter what is going on in your life or your

body or your health  all you have to do is call upon Our Lord. Jesus Ask and you shall receive ”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Couldn’t Put This Book Down!. This is the story of a woman who spends

most of her life looking for her identity until she finds it in the Lord. Julie gives the reader a

complete understanding of MRKH and how she coped with it. She bares her soul and you find

out what a strong,courageous woman she is. I couldn’t put the book down. You go through the

gamut of emotions with her. It is an interesting, emotional and joyful book. I highly recommend

it.”

Sue, “Hope in dealing with a tramatic disability. What a blessing to have a book that you not

only struggle with putting it down, but find that it has to be read over and over. As a disabled

vet, I found strength from her writings. To follow her through the years and to see her strength

as a Christian is amazing. There is more to this book than learning about her MRKH, you are

drawn to her faith.I am honored to be a friend to both Terry and Julie. To see the results of

their faith over the years through this book, their love for each other. You have to read this

book, trust me you will not send this one to Goodwill. It will be near you so you can read it

again and again or share with visitors.Julie thank you for sharing your testimony with us. I also

recommend her other books, they have been so important to me as I deal day to day with my

disability!Waiting on your next book  John & Sue”

Heidi Ritter, “A beautiful testimony of the goodness of God. This is a beautifully written story of

a woman diagnosed with MRKH, and how she navigated her life after diagnosis. She shares

the very vulnerable journey to love and acceptance and full dependence of our Lord and Savior

Jesus Christ. So many women find strength in their faith when faced with a life-altering

diagnosis, and healing in their hearts when they surrender to God.This book will resonate with

anyone diagnosed with MRKH, but also those who struggle with infertility, self identity, and

finding your place and purpose in this world.”

Nancy Senior, “More Reason to Know Him.. My favorite parts of the book are when Julie finds

“love” of her husband, and her Heavenly Father- Jesus Christ. I also see the hand of God using

her gifts and talents of teaching, writing, and real estate to glorify God.He makes all things

beautiful in His time.Writing is healing process.I can understand, as a woman, the desire to

have children. Many years ago I had a miscarriage , and remain child-less. Gods ways are

higher, and we don’t always get our answers this side of heaven.”

MBB, “Everyone can find meaning.. Excellently written journey depicting a life while feeling

broken and different finds that open door to a myriad of wonderful happenings. You feel like

your best friend is wild with enthusiasm one time and deep in despair another but in the end

finds she is blessed with so many gifts and good people around her as she comes to terms

with her life’s burden. Thank you Julie for sharing your story.”

David M., “Dealing with Trauma. The author relays her traumatic story with MRKH, and her



methods of dealing with this trauma are clearly relayed for all of us to use for any life issue.

This easy to read story is a testament to how Jesus Christ can carry us through a trial, where

we find ourselves more blessed than we could have imagined. A must read!!”

Diane Flader, “A Must-Read for anyone struggling to live a normal life with a disability.

Beautifully written! I read this book from cover to cover in one afternoon, I just couldn’t put it

down. It made me realize that we don't always know what’s best for us; what God’s plans are

for us, until we reach out to know Him.”

The book by Lenore Skenazy has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 9 people have provided feedback.
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